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Inline-Frames to Enable Zero-Friction Cross-Origin Transactions
ABSTRACT
While web-users can currently exchange virtual coins, fun tokens, loyalty points, etc.,
such exchanges are limited to same-origin tokens. For example, points of a game application are
exchangeable only within that application. This disclosure describes techniques that utilize
inline-frames to enable token exchange in a manner that is both cross-origin and zero-friction.
The techniques enable users to securely and confidentially send cross-origin tokens in a singlestep process as easy as clicking a like-button, without additional login or confirmation. The
techniques enable websites and services to easily micro-monetize (or fun-tokenize) digital
content and user activities on the web, thereby inducing a powerful network effect.
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BACKGROUND
There are various types of online points (also referred to as virtual coins, or other terms)
available for users to transact with various parties such as other users, web content providers, etc.
For example, in response to reading a piece of content, a user may transfer a certain amount of
points to the content creator.
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Fig. 1: A typical interaction over email, messaging, or other application

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical interaction between two users over email, messaging, or other
application. In response to an email (“Done!”) the application offers three response suggestions
in the form of buttons, e.g., “Thx!,” “Sending 5 points,” and “I decline.” In the example of Fig.
1, the button “Thx!” is associated with a default transfer of 1 point. If the user selects either of
the suggestion buttons that involve transfer of points (or other action), the transfer needs to be
initiated. Currently, this is accomplished by invoking another application, e.g., a points transfer
app or handler, or protocol to consummate the transaction. An interaction between users that
involves an exchange of points (or equivalents) is thus a multi-step procedure with friction.
Currently, seamless exchange of virtual coins, fun tokens, loyalty points, etc. is possible
only with same-origin tokens. For example, the points of a game application are usable only in
that application. In the real world, however, there are successful examples of cross-origin tokens:
for example, one can use mileage points at airport shops and partner hotels.
DESCRIPTION
As compared to same-origin tokens, cross-origin tokens can induce a powerful network
effect. For example, points issued by a particular online service can be made available for use on
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other platforms, enabling such points to become a de-facto standard for transactions, in user
bases such as fandom, live-streaming, and similar user-bases. Optionally, the points issued by a
service can be backed by real-world currencies (e.g., users can receive 100 points per dollar, the
tokens being usable for tipping and micropayments) that other services or content providers can
embed the points as cross-origin tokens.
The above-described use cases are enabled by the techniques disclosed herein, which
provide open-web primitives that enable embedding of cross-origin tokens within websites or
services.

Fig. 2: Frictionless transaction of cross-origin tokens in a third-party app

Per the techniques, illustrated in the example of Fig. 2, a ledger-providing service, e.g.,
AwesomeCoin.org, maintains a ledger of the user’s tokens, e.g., virtual points, virtual coins,
loyalty points, or other online measures of value. A third party service, e.g., TerrificEmail.com,
provides email services. The third-party service embeds inline-frames (iFrames) of the ledgerproviding service as buttons within the email user interface. When a user clicks an actionable
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button, e.g., “Thx!” or “Sending 5 points”, the corresponding tokens are automatically sent by
the user alongside her email-response.
The following entities are defined.
● Ledger: A ledger manages user accounts and transactions. A ledger can be implemented, e.g.,
as a blockchain or a private database in a cloud.
● User agent: A user agent is an application, e.g., a browser, through which the user
communicates. The user agent implements the transaction iFrame.
● Website or service: A website or service embeds tokens provided by the ledger using the
transaction iFrame. Example websites or services are email, (micro-)blogging, social media,
social news, etc. Websites or services are herein referred to as third parties.

Fig. 3: Inline frames to enable zero-friction, cross-origin transactions
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Fig. 3 illustrates the use of inline frames that enable zero-friction, cross-origin
transactions, per the techniques of this disclosure. As explained earlier, the three entities are the
user agent (302), which can be, for example, a browser; the ledger (304), e.g.,
AwesomeCoin.org, the hypothetical ledger of the prior examples; and the third-party webservice (306), which can be, e.g., an email or messaging service. If the user doesn’t already have
an account on the ledger, the user creates one (308). If the user doesn’t already have an account
on the third-party web-service, the user creates one (310).
The third-party web-service obtains user consent to register the third-party web-service
with the ledger (312). If the user consents, the third-party web-service is registered with the
ledger (314). Upon registration, the ledger maps the user’s account at the third-party web-service
with the user’s account at the ledger, using a command such as the following.
<transaction src="https://awesomecoin.org/register/"
data="TerrificEmail::X"> </transaction>

Here, TerrificEmail::X is the identity of the user on TerrificEmail.com. The mapping remains
undisclosed to the third-party web-service.
Ledger buttons are embedded in the user-interface of the third-party web-service using
iFrames (316). For example, if the third-party web-service is an email service,
TerrificEmail.com, and the ledger is AwesomeCoin.org, then when the email service displays a
user’s sent emails on other users’ email inboxes, the email service embeds ledger-linked
suggested response buttons. This can be done, for example, using
<iframe src="https://awesomecoin.org/thx?src=EMail::X"></iframe>
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such that only the iFrame specifying the user identity within TerifficEmail.com is embedded. In
particular, TerrificEmail.com is not informed of the user’s identity within the ledger
AwesomeCoin.org.
A user Y with an account on the ledger interacts with another user X of the third-party
web-service and receives suggested response buttons. For example, user Y receives an email
with suggested response buttons linked to her ledger in AwesomeCoin.org. When user Y clicks
one of the buttons (318) associated with a transfer of tokens, a corresponding number of tokens
of user Y held within the ledger are transferred to user X (320). The transaction can be
consummated because the click by user Y occurs within the iFrame of the ledger, and the ledger
knows the map between the identities of user X on the third-party web service (which is given in
the src attribute of the iFrame) and on the ledger.
The above-described transaction iFrames have the following properties:
● PostMessage and other APIs that enable communications between the embedding and the
embedded frame are disabled.
● window.parent is disabled for the embedded frame, e.g., the embedded frame has no
knowledge of the embedding URL.
● The src attribute disables URL parameters such as ‘?’.
● The embedded frame can access unpartitioned local storage, data attributes, and the effective
top level domain +1 (eTLD+1) of the embedding frame only after a user-initiated click or
touch in the embedded frame. Unpartitioned storage enables the embedded frame to create
the auto-login experience without confirmation or login interface. The data attribute specifies
the recipient of the transaction. The eTLD+1 of the embedding frame avoids conflicts of the
recipient specified in the data attribute.
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Transaction iFrames, as described herein, are also usable on websites that don't include user
identity features. For example, an anonymous bulletin board can generate a one-time user
identity every time a user creates a post. In this case, however, the user clicks the register-iFrame
every time she creates a post.
In this manner, the s iFrames-based techniques described herein enable third parties, e.g.,
email, messaging, (micro-)blogging and other services, to implement token-exchange in a
manner that is both cross-origin and zero-friction. The techniques enable users to send crossorigin tokens in a single-step procedure as easy as clicking a like-button, without additional login
or confirmation. The techniques enable websites and services to easily micro-monetize (or funtokenize) digital content and user activities on the web, thereby inducing a powerful network
effect.
Further to the descriptions above, a user is provided with controls allowing the user to
make an election as to both if and when systems, programs, or features described herein may
enable the collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s virtual currency or
token accounts, a user’s browsing or content viewing activities social network, social actions or
activities, profession, or a user’s preferences), and if the user is sent content or communications
from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or more ways before it is stored or
used, so that personally identifiable information is removed. For example, a user’s identity is
treated so that no personally identifiable information can be determined for the user. Thus, the
user has control over what information is collected about the user, how that information is used,
and what information is provided to the user.
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CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes the use of inline-frames to enable token exchange in a manner
that is both cross-origin and zero-friction. The techniques enable users to securely and
confidentially send cross-origin tokens in a single-step process as easy as clicking a like-button,
without additional login or confirmation. The techniques enable websites and services to easily
micro-monetize (or fun-tokenize) digital content and user activities on the web, thereby inducing
a powerful network effect.
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